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‘Dictionary, a book listing words of a language, with their meanings in the 
same or another language, usually in alphabetical order, often with data regarding 
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“Translate – express the sense of (word-sentences, book) in or into another 
language (as translated Homer into English from the Greek)” 
: 
„The word „ANUVAD‟ means repetition by way of explanation, illustration or 
that is to say when a speaker demonstrates for some special, a proposition which had 
already been demonstrated before that is called „ANUVAD‟8 
– 
„The removal transfer or conveyance from one place or condition to another.‟ 
:






























– “Bless the Bottom : bless thee  Thou art 































































„„Translating consists in producing in the receptor language the closest 







„„The replacement of textual material in one language (SL.) by equivalent 









“Translation is the transference of the content of a text from one language into 





















“A translation should affect as in the same way as the original may be 








“The idea, the structure of the language and the habits of the people are the 






















“We can not reduce what has already possessed aesthetic form to another form 
also aesthetic unaesthetic translations are simply commentaries but there is relative 















“To translate means to express faithfully with the media of one language what 
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 I have taken tea 






































































































































Since, it is not possible for everybody to learn well more than one or two 
languages, it is absolutely essential that the scientific and technical literature of more 
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“For the linguistic behaviour of a given individual is by no means uniform : 
placed in what appear to be linguistically identical conditions, he will on different 
occasions speak to be (write) differently according to what roughly be described as 
different social situations, he will use a number of district registers. (Ried, T.B.W. 
Linguistic structuralism and phonology, 1952)”17 
 
 
By „Register‟ we mean a variety correlated with the performers social role on 
a given occasion. Every normal adult plays a series of different social roles, one man, 
for example may function at different times as head of family, motorist, cricketer, a 
member of religious group, professor of Biochemestry and so on and within his 
idiolect he has varities (Shared by other person and their appropriate to these roles)” 
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       Reserve Bank of India 
       Exchange Control Deptt. 
       Date : 
Dear Sir, 
Sub. : 
Please Refer to our latter ………….. dated …………… on this subject. We 
have not yet received the information / documents / particulars called therein. 
       Yours faithfully 
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Speech of Shri Kamalapati Tripathi Introducing the Railway Budget, 1980-81 On 
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